Abstract. A new technique to prove convergence of nite di erence methods applied to nonlinear PDEs arising in computational uid dynamics is presented. The underlying systems may be hyperbolic, parabolic or of mixed type like the Navier{Stokes equations. Implicit nite di erence methods are analyzed. The essential idea leading to success is the introduction of a pilot function, that is highly attractive to the numerical approximation and converges itself to the solution of the underlying system.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the pilot function as a tool in nonlinear convergence analysis. The technique presented here is a synthesis of two earlier contributions by Strang 12] and L opez{Marcos and Sanz{Serna 7] . Strang analyzed explicit methods applied to nonlinear hyperbolic systems. He constructed a high order approximate solution to the di erence scheme by an ansatz u pi = e u + xf + x 2 g + : : :; (1) where f and g are smooth functions of space and time. x is the spatial mesh size. e u denotes the solution of the underlying Cauchy problem which is assumed to exist and to be smooth. Applying stability of the scheme linearized at e u Strang proved the exact solution of the method U to converge to u pi .
We de ne the pilot function by the same ansatz (1) but, in contrast to Strang, we linearize the scheme at u pi . By means of energy estimates we show L 2 {stability of this linearization. Applying ideas of L opez{Marcos and Sanz{ Serna we establish a family of step size dependent stability regions around the pilot function. This combination of Strang's ansatz and the stability concept of L opez{Marcos and Sanz{Serna is the novelty of the present paper. As a result of the theory, the computed approximation U stays inside the shrinking stability region as the step size tends to zero. Consequently, it converges to u pi as well as to the desired solution e u.
The union of all stability regions de nes a "stability corridor" that guarantees a "safe approach" to e u. With this interpretation u pi acts like a pilot boat leading a sea ship to the port. We will demonstrate that this argument leads to convergence results not only for nonlinear hyperbolic, but also for parabolic and mixed systems. The basic concept is similar to the modi ed equation approach 1] but, to the knowledge of the author, the modi ed equation approach has not yet been successfully applied to nonlinear mixed systems. The point is, that the convergence of the solution of the parabolized equation, which is the obvious modi ed equation, to the solution of the original system may be a problem in general.
Here, we should mention that Sanz{Serna 9] refers to the paper by Strang 12] in cases where the theory developed in 7] and 9] does not apply due to a lack of consistency. In fact, Strang's idea was used earlier by Sanz{Serna 8] but in combination with Stetter's local stability theory 11] . In a later paper 6] L opez{Marcos and Sanz{Serna discussed why their stability concept should be favored in general.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section the underlying systems and the nite di erence methods are de ned. Furthermore, the main result is formulated. Since the analysis relies heavily on the step size dependent stability theory by L opez{Marcos and Sanz{Serna, we will review their result in section 3. In section 4 we de ne the pilot function. Energy estimates are enclosed in section 5. The more technical Lipschitz estimates are delayed to section 6. Finally, in section 7 we prove the main result.
Mixed systems and di erence approximations. The book by Kreiss
and Lorenz 5] provides a very good survey on the theory of hyperbolic, parabolic and mixed systems. We will apply some of the basic concepts and the existence result introduced in that book.
Mixed systems are PDEs consisting of two kinds of subsystems. If we ignore the nonlinear coupling, the rst part is a parabolic and the second a hyperbolic system. To be more concrete, we consider rst order systems u t + A(u; t; x) u x = C(u; t; x); (2) second order systems u t + A(u; t; x) u x = B(u; t; x) u xx + C(u; t; x) (3) and nally systems of mixed type u t + A 11 A 12 A 21 A 22 ! (u; t; x) u x = B 11 0 0 0 ! (u; t; x) u xx + C(u; t; x): (4) In order to have unique solutions the equations have to be supplemented by initial and boundary conditions. Mathematically, the easiest case is the spatial periodic Cauchy problem with smooth initial data u(0; x) = z(x); x 2 IR; z 2 C 1 p (IR; IR m ): Unfortunately, only a few convergence, existence and uniqueness results concerning more general weak solutions of nonlinear systems are known. Therefore, it is reasonable to study whether a special method can at least approximate the solution as long as it stays smooth. This follows exactly the spirit of Strang and Michelson.
To specify the nite di erence methods, we introduce some notation. The di erence methods that will be analyzed, are constructed by replacing the partial derivatives by nite di erence operators. Replacing only space derivatives {in a rst step{ results in the method of lines system which is a high dimensional ODE system given by @ @t u(t; ) + P x (u(t; )) = 0: (8) Here P x represents a nonlinear, nite di erence operator discretizing the space variable. This operator acts on F p ( x ; U ). Three typical examples will be given below. In order to discretize the time variable, we concentrate on a implicit Euler method. The fully discrete method can then be written as a root equation (10) One can also apply algebraically stable implicit Runge{Kutta methods, but our intention here is just to describe the main principles. Further details can be found in 10].
We will discuss three important types of space discretizations applied to a hyperbolic, parabolic or mixed system of the general form u t + A(u) u x = B(u) u xx : (11) The easiest case, and therefore the rst one, is a central di erence operator
Here, xID + D ? u is a arti cial damping term.
With regard to the hyperbolic character of the equation so{called upwind methods are widely used. The idea is to decompose the hyperbolic part into two matrices such that the corresponding spectra have a unique sign. In the more general non symmetric case we assume The pilot function will be constructed in section 4. Throughout this paper the following scalar products, norms and their operator norms will be used: The corresponding continuous norms do not carry the step size as superscript.
3. Local stability and convergence. An important contribution towards the desired convergence result is the observation by L opez{Marcos and Sanz{ Serna that the discretization process itself can introduce some amount of stability that need not necessarily to be present in the continuous problem. D h (u). Since the time derivative in the original PDE appears linearly with respect to u the time step size cancels out, in contrast to x. The typical situation is Lip x C x q ; q > q P ; where C is independent of h and q P means the highest order of any nite difference expression occurring nonlinear in P x or equivalently the highest order of derivative that occurs nonlinearly in (11) . The actual estimate of the Lipschitz constant is technical, we delay it to section 6. Since Lip x is unbounded the stability radius decays as h ! 0 and the convergence analysis seems to be useless, but appearances are deceptive. In fact, it is possible to balance this lack of stability by consistency. L opez{Marcos and Sanz{Serna apply a lemma due to Stetter 11 ] to show their convergence result: would be su cient. We will assume a linear relation between the two step sizes
Consequently, the order of consistency will be p := min(r; s) k h (u pi j h )k = O( x p ); x ! 0 and (22) is ful lled if p > q. (23) is not a severe condition, since there will be no restriction on . The second more severe implication is that low order methods are excluded from the analysis if one chooses u pi to be the solution of the continuous Cauchy problem. Unfortunately, most of the numerical methods designed to compute not only smooth but also discontinuous shock solutions are not of high order. Nevertheless, concerning this analysis we assume the solutions to be smooth. As indicated earlier, the idea to avoid this second consequence is to insert Strang's ansatz (1) into the local stability theory by L opez{Marcos and Sanz{ Serna and to show convergence to this pilot function. This concept will be carried out in the following sections. First the pilot functions are de ned and then the linear stability will be discussed. (1) Proving stability of an implicit Euler method applied to an energy bounded system, is an easy estimate. (29) holds.
In a next step we consider a second order operator L In any case it follows (II) C 4 
Now, we can state the result for a linear version of (14). 
Since linear terms have no e ect on the Lipschitz constant, we may set to zero. The basic concept of the estimate is as follows:
Since P x has a nite, three point stencil, the Jacobian DP x is (at inner grid points) block three diagonal.
Each of these blocks is h{independent Lipschitz continuous, therefore the 1{norm of DP x and DP T x can be estimated by kDP x (u pi n j x ) ? DP x (u n )k x 1 kDP x (u pi n j x ) T ? DP x (u n ) T Since u pi (t; x; x) 2 U , there is some x 0 2 (0; 1] such that ju pi (t; x; x) ? z(x 0 )j < . x 2 blockdiag (DB(u n;i )(u n;i+1 ? 2u n;i + u n;i?1 ); x i 2 x ): We have to estimate the di erence of this derivative at u pi n j x and v n where v 2 B(u pi j h ; C x ) ie. ku pi jDB(u pi n;i )(u pi n;i+1 ? 2u pi n;i + u pi n;i?1 ) ? DB(v n;i )(v n;i+1 ? 2v n;i + v n;i?1 )j = jDB(v n;i )(u pi n;i+1 ? 2u pi n;i + u pi n;i?1 ? v n;i+1 + 2v n;i ? v n;i?1 ) +(DB(u pi n;i ) ? DB(v n;i ))(u pi n;i+1 ? 2u pi n;i + u pi n;i?1 )j jDB(v n;i )jfju pi n;i+1 ? v n;i+1 j + 2ju pi n;i ? v n;i j + ju pi n;i?1 ? v n;i?1 jg +C 1 ju pi n;i ? v n;i j 4 
